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The Conclusion to Caged. Caged MUST be read before this book.I had once thought that when I
found the light I had been searching for in that long, dark tunnel that it would finally give me the gift I
had been holding on for.I had scoured the joyless night sky for peace, a peace that only the
brightness of the stars could grant.And I had endeavoured to catch that single magic snowflake in
the middle of a howling snowstorm.I had been looking. Forever.But little did I know that it WAS the
sinister darkness in the tunnel that was the gift. It WAS the black reservoir of the deepest, darkest
night that would be the very thing to give my chaotic soul peace. And it WAS the heaving rush of the
bleakest blizzard that was filled with magic.Anderson Cain WAS the darkness.He WAS the black
peace in my soul.And within the raging pool of his wild green eyes WAS the magic.The magic that
saw me. The real me.He made sure I saw me too. All of me. Heâ€™d told me he would make me
accept who I really was.I was Kloe Grant. And now â€“ now I am the epitome of what he wanted me
to be.But when I finally let go, and I allowed that darkness to find me, neither of us was prepared for
who I really was.Death itself.This book contains extreme violence, strong adult language and
scenes of dark sex, including M/F/M.
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Well written, dark and suspenseful story. However, if you don't like tragic endings, as I abhor them,
then don't read it. The ending was so disappointing. After all the hardships Kloe went through, the
pain and drama of her life, she finally gets a bit of happiness and then BAM!. Yeah, I think its an
awful ending. I don't read to be sad. I read to escape and no matter how dark a book, which I prefer,
there needs to be a relatively decent HEA. Authors should allude to endings like this in their
summaries so people like me can avoid those types of books. Shock factor none of us needed.
Poorly done, author, poorly done.

Well written - yes, absolutely. This is devilishly, wicked darkness that picks up where we left off and
takes us on a fast paced ride down a hedonistic, intriguing, frightening path. I loved the twists and
turns the story took until the end. And then I hated it. After all that, really? This is where we landed?
I wanted to end this book 3/4 of the way through, re-wind, please I want my mind to re-wind and end
it there. So for me, love the first book, love the first 3/4 of this one and loathed the end with so much
passion it ruined it for me. Ruined.

I had been anxiously awaiting this book since the moment I finished 'Caged' and this book did not
disappoint! Let me just say "thank you" to the author for not keeping me waiting for too long. I'm not
sure I would have kept my sanity if I'd had to wait much longer.'Chained' picks up right where
'Caged' left off. Immediately, the reader is plunged back into the screwed up pasts of Anderson and
Kloe. Forcing Kloe to confront the memories that haunt her, Anderson is still out for revenge and
plans to use Kloe as the means to exact that revenge on his father.I went back and forth over
whether this was a 4-star or 5-star read for me. Maybe I'm being petty, but I'm just still too pissed
with Anderson over his treatment of Kloe to give it a full 5-stars. I really expect for my heroes to
have to do some serious groveling when they screw up and that didn't happen here. Kloe continued
to be a doormat where Anderson was concerned.Just like 'Caged', this book will take your blow your
mind and play with your emotions. There were so many twists and turns that I didn't see
coming...and a few that I did. I don't want to spoil anything. This is one that you need to experience
firsthand. Prepare to be shocked and left with an uneasy, disturbed feeling. If you're a fan of dark,
erotic stories, this series is a must read!

INTENSE! Irrestibly Harsh! Twisted and Dark! So FRKN GOOD!Chained concludes the story of
Anderson and Kloe from where Caged so cruelly left us waiting!DH Sidebottom's terrific detailed

writing brings this epic story to life. It is filled with so many cringe worthy moments that I love, it
made me wonder what my friends would think of my sanity for loving this series! Oh Well I love
it!!Chained is so unpredictable and nothing is as it seems. I'll be honest and say it took ALOT of
willpower not to foward to the end of the book just to calm my nerves!Trust me when I tell you this
isn't for the faint hearted, your emotions will be all over the place but when you finish reading
Chained you will smile for the broken characters that are Anderson and Kloe. Their strength to deal
with their demons (however raw and gritty way they handle them) is what makes this amazing story.
Another stellar book from DH Sidebottom!!!!!

I devoured Caged in one day and immediately dived into this one. The raw humanity and dynamic
between Anderson & Kloe hooked me from the Prologue of book one! I loved the premise of this
duet...it was unique, dark, raw, gory, and completely unlike any other dark books I've read. There
were a couple times I was truly shocked!!In the finale, we watch Kloe embrace her inner darkness
and witness Anderson begin to see his light. It was a beautiful contrast and truly rounded out such
well characterized characters. Their pasts come to light and there were a ton of revelations in this
book!Towards the end I had a brief moment when I thought Okay so every thread is taken care of,
there are no more surprises, I still have 5 chapters left and then BANG! A bold, shocking twist was
thrown in there! I couldn't believe it! Entirely gut-wrenching *sob*5 stars absolutely. xx

Anderson wants revenge that's all that he cares about he wants Kloe to suffer and watch his father
suffer for everything that has happen to him. Anderson fights with Kloe to open up about her past as
being Samantha wants her to feel the rage and hate and tell Anderson everything that happened
and except what they are. Khloe loves Anderson so much there isn't words to describe that kind of
love. The Past opens up and laid down on the table in this book. Will Anderson finally get his
revenge? Khloe will she open up to who she really is? This book will tear you apart and grab your
heart! I can't stop crying! Remember always to tell the person you love them you never know when
they will leave this world. 5/5 stars deserves a 10!! Reviewed for Sweet & Spicy Reads - ARC
provided for a honest review ***
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